
EQUESTRIAN REHABILITATION - EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 
 

The program introduced uses the Equestrian Rehabilitation, integrating its programmes of 

Education, Reeducation and Hypotherapy. It is aimed at young people with varied pathologies and 

learning disorders, and it is built up upon the following considerations: each developmental stage 

of the individual and their level of maturity covers new spheres and risks; the distribution of 

accidents in space, the frequency of its different types are in parallel with each stage of 

psychometric maturity and the capacity of examination that goes with it, according to the level of 

movement and independence that each individual reaches. 

 

In its initial stage, human being cover an integrated cycle by periods, whose main characteristic, 

regarding movement and the ways of going from one place to another, is dependence, which is 

specially prolonged in the population that covers this program. 

The areas to be explored will be housing, neighbourhoods, schools towns that according to the 

level of movement and performance reached will be moving about as pedestrians, passengers or 

drivers.  

 

The learning stages through exploration are gradual and slow; they take part in the adaptation to 

the atmosphere and socialisation of the individual, which have special effect on the circumstances 

that are demanded by daily life.  

 

This interdisciplinary program, in which take part the " Asociación Olavarriense de Hipoterapia", 

the Special Education Schools C.O.R.I.M. and the Engineering Faculty of the Central University, 

has been designed with the aim of offering information. The information offered is about the 

traffic rules, focusing on the improvement of the psychometric benefits of the Equestrian 

Rehabilitation, for a group of vulnerable pedestrians, passing by cyclists or horsemen, preparing 

them for the safest as possible social insertion and for a better quality of life. It works, as well, as a 

contribution to the autonomy and integration of the individual. 
 

SYNTHESIS OF THE PROGRAM:  
 

A) Stages of the program: 

      

     A-1 The participants make contact with the traffic signs graphically 

     A-2 The participants use posters of the traffic signs to paint or colour in. 

     A-3 The participants work with a computer program (software), designed by pedagogues of 

special education that has three phases: 

- 1- 2.Dimension. model scale roughly the size of a nine squared board, planned from the 

perspective of the pedestrian. 

- 2- 3.Dimension. scale model of the city planned form the perspective of the driver or 

passenger. 

- 3- 3.Dimension. scale model of the riding school planned form the perspective of the 

horse riders. 

 

 

 
 

SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS: 



 

Computers are powerful stimulus. The screen works as a mediator between ideas and actions. The 

participants use the computer with help or supervision in order to overcome difficulties for co-

ordinating manual and visual abilities. 

 

Software development works with leaning possibilities. It has a complexity of levels which 

participants have access to according to their cognitive evolution that is most frequent. 

The signs used were selected according to the frequency of use on the movement field in the 

public thoroughfare or urban field. The utilisation always starts because of the affirmative signals, 

in contrast to the negative ones, given that our participant carries a negative print that lowers 

his/her self-esteem. 

 

The construction of the software is able to see the short attention span of the participants. It is 

developed in such a way that the selected signal is the one called on the screen, which can be 

taken from the scale (size increase) or provided pale colours for the background, avoiding 

movements that capture the attention of the surroundings. 

It takes into account the reaction capacity of the participants, generating slow movements of the 

cursor. 

 

EQUESTRIAN ACTIVITY: 

 

A-4 Practice inside the riding school as a pedestrian and a horseman. The riding activity is carried 

on taking as a base "Daniele method" of the Doctor Daniele Nicolás Citterio; the participants that 

join this program have already obtained a proper straightening of the "centre-head-body". They 

start the work by trying to maintain a correct attitude posture, base of the main principle: "posture-

movement-posture". It is aimed to obtain the important psychometric benefits offered by the 

Equestrian Rehabilitation, which will not be discussed in this account. The participant finds the 

traffic signals a real scale, and in consequence he/she should resolve it in a 20 Mts. by 40 Mts. 

riding school, and then in a 100 Mts. by 50 Mts. slope. 

 

It is difficult for the special child to transfer the learning. After the relearning in the riding school 

the child is able to associate what he/she learnt in the classroom with the P.C. The participants are 

qualified in groups according to the level of psychophysical grade of handicap. 

 

Group A: 

 

     -    It  does not present much difficulty in adquiring rules for learnig. 

- It present  acceptable social behaviour. 

- It does not show neurometric involvement. 

- It has stereotyped behaviour that does not affect its interaction with others. 

- It shows difficulties with oral and comprehensive language to relate themselves to others. 

 

Group B: 

 

- It shows slight difficulties to interact with close surroundings. 

- It shows slight neurometric involvement. 

- It has serious difficulties to communicate through oral or comprehensive language. 

- It shows stereotyped behaviour that affects its daily performance. 

 

 



Group C: 

 

- It shows serious difficulties to communicate and relate themselves to others, having a 

tendency to isolation. 

- It shows perceptive and/or sensory disorders. 

- Sensometric difficulties do not allow the organisation of the corporal outline. 

- It shows stereotyped behaviour that affects its interrelationship with others. 

- It does not acquire tempo-spatial notions. 

- It has difficulties with the energy and precision of movement. 

 

 

CONCLUSION: 
 

Conclusions arise from observation. The participants from the three groups showed motivation 

during the use of the three stages of the program. 

 

Participants from the group A showed interests in the classroom work and they enjoyed the riding 

practice. Participants from group B and C showed more interest in the riding work done in 

contrast to classroom work. 

 

Group A and B succeeded in integrating classroom and riding school learning. In some cases, 

during the equestrian practice a combined work of participants from group A and B was used, 

gaining learning through repetition-imitation. 

 

We observed that the more the horse is cognitively compromised the more motivational power it 

shows over the techniques developed in the classroom. 

 

So far, group C shows achievement gained with traffic lights and arrows that show directions. 

The first manifestations of signal recognition in the thoroughfare were quickly showed, from the 

passenger roll, while their parents were giving them instructions about the traffic signals. 

In group A specially, it was observed a more careful way of travelling as pedestrians, and some of 

them as cyclists, along the thoroughfare travel. 

 

We consider, the model as a valid instrument, rich in possibilities, and we highlight: 

a) The motional potential of horses in the educational and reeeduactional programs. 

b) The necessity of working with the guidance and the presence of health and educational 

professionals. 

c) The essential of the interdisciplinary work. 

 

We ask for the insertion of Spanish in  this program, well as other languages in future congresses. 

We thank the authorities of this congress the possibility of participating in this conference.  
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